
 

ABC Ozone Medical Grade                                                                            

10g All-in-One Ozone Generator 

OPERATING INSTRUCTIONS 

The unit comes with 5 feet of silicone tubing and two white glass stones (silica- lifetime 

warranty). One is for water, the other oil. The hose coming out of the side of the unit is 

connected to the air pump and connects the air pump to the quartz ozone tube. 

However. The longer side of this hose can be connected to an oxygen concentrator or 

oxygen tank if you want to make medical grade ozone for ozone blood applications.  

Before you begin, plug the power cord into the unit and then connect the 5’ of silicone 

tube into t he ozone output nipple on the front of the unit (opposite the on-off switch) 

and then connect the white glass stone if you’re going to ozonate water or oil to the five 

foot long silicone tube. If you’re going to do an air ozone shock treatment, you do not 

need to connect the white stone.   

FOR AIR SANITATION: 

A US Army study found that air ozone shock treatments kill surface viruses at only 2 to 

5 parts per million.  (https://tinyurl.com/avrysehs)  Studies have also found that 

performing ozone shock treatments in schools at night with nobody present lessened 

the amount of sick days and even increased test scores. Air ozone shock treatments not 

only kill surface viruses, bacteria, and molds, but they also kill mites and neutralize their 

feces, the #1 indoor air allergen. Performing regular air ozone shock treatments 

improves indoor air quality and health, per numerous studies.  

Setup: Only perform an air ozone shock treatment in an unoccupied area free of people 

and pets (anything with lungs)  Fish, plants, electronics are okay as we’re only going to 

shock the area for 30 minutes.  Place the ozone generator in a closet, garage, bathroom 

etc.,  that can be sealed off from the area being shocked. This is important because 

ozone can destroy the rubber diaphragm used in the air pump. (damage to that part not 

covered by warranty, will cost you $30 to replace the 10 lph pump). Slip the silicone 

tube under a door then seal the crack under the door with a towel to prevent much if any 

ozone from coming back into the ozone machine staging area. If you have a window, 

crack it to allow fresh air to enter the room where the ozone generator is located. If you 

have an air vent, close it so that the ozone treated air can’t be fed into that room.  

Place a fan blowing towards the roof on the other side of the door and slide the silicone 

tube under the door and to the back side of the fan (attach it to back side of fan) Ozone 

is heavier than air so it’s best to blow it towards the roof. Set the timer for 30 minutes. 

You can also set the unit to the ‘on’ position, flip the red switch to on, and attach the unit 

to an external timer that will turn the unit on at a time of your choosing, say the middle of 

the night when nobody is in your classroom, office, or business. It takes ozone 40 

minutes to revert back to oxygen, so wait at least 40 minutes after the unit cuts off to re-
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FOR WATER  

Attach the supplied white glass stone to the silicone tube and place in water. Turn 

machine on to bubble the ozone into the water. People ozonate water to drink and 

bathe (research ozone therapy) or to sanitize food in the sink. (Kills viruses and bacteria 

that can make you sick and cause food to spoil)  Ozone also breaks down pesticides. 

You can also ozonate water in a 5 gallon bucket for 30 minutes then dump the highly 

ozonated water into your washing machine to keep your washing machine bacteria free 

and to super sanitize your laundry.  

FOR OIL     

We’ve developed our own ozone oil protocol that works great at creating ultra high 

ozone concentrations in oil, and best of all, it only takes four hours. Why four hours? 

Ozone breaks down into oxygen at room temps in 40 minutes. Some people ozonate oil 

for days or weeks, but that’s not ozone they’re creating. They’re creating oxygen rich oil. 

The benefits of ozone rich oil are greater than oxygen rich oil. But how do we keep the 

ozone we pump into the oil from breaking down? We chill it in ice to lower the oil 

temperature to around 40 degrees. At that temp, the ozone will retain for about 4 hours.  

Process:  Fill a flour vase or tall glass flask with oil about ¼ way full. (To keep the 

ozonated oil that bubbles up from escaping, only fill 25% of the glass jar)  Place that in a 

bucket of ice and bubble the ozone in for 4 hours. Move the ozone rich oil into a mason 

jar and place in freezer. Use a spoon to scoop out the oil. There isn’t a better skin tonic 

than highly ozonated oil! Use it on cuts, burns, bug bites, and on wrinkles or scars. 

Ozone helps stimulate stem cells in your collagen to regrown new skin. Give it a try! 

FOR CARS/ RV’s 

Put a towel down on top of your vehicle to place your unit (prevent it from scratching car 

or falling off from vibration) and crack the window just wide enough to slide the silicone 

tube inside. Turn on the AC so that it’s sucking in fresh air, run it on low with the engine 

running. (best to do this at night or when it’s not that hot outside as heat destroys 

ozone)  Put the timer for 15 minutes then open the doors to air it out. Fifteen minutes 

isn’t long enough to damage the rubber gaskets in your doors. Repeat as needed but 

don’t go over 15 minutes to prevent foam rubber gasket damage.  

WARRANTY:   Transformer and ozone tube have a lifetime warranty.  If any of these 

parts fail within the warranty period, simply send the part in for a free replacement.   

WATER or MISHANDLING (dropping, cracking, etc.) are not covered by the warranty.  

Please contact us first for a return authorization number (RMA) and for shipping 

instructions at: 

SPECS:  118 watts. 1.2 amps. 110V.                           PHONE:  818-613-9206        

Contact Information:    http://www.abcozone.com – email: edward@abchealth.info 
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